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Sport is a value based sector directly linked to ethical leadership and to the development of professional skills. The entire Sport World and the Olympic Movement are supposedly based upon this assumption. It should therefore be obvious to build character and professional skills while practising (elite and non elite) sports. Though, the issue is not as obvious as it appears.

I. Sport for skills development: starting from the pitch

The IOC Athletes Commission recently gathered in Dubai, recommended among others to raise awareness of “the athletes, their entourage and the Olympic Movement and key stakeholders, including the governments and UN agencies (to the fact) that a balanced athlete will perform at a higher level, have a more productive and longer career and a smoother transition after sport”.

The Commission also recommended the “activation and coordination of a network to share knowledge and best practises” with the purpose of “educating about athletes support in their life and career during and after sport, using a holistic approach”.

It is therefore time for the sport movement, in association with other stakeholders, including the athletes and their “entourage”, to refresh the above mentioned “triade” composed of values, ethical leadership and skills.

In fact, sport is a gold mine of occupational skills to access the labour market as one of the very unique assets in the present global economy. An athlete, apart from being a globetrotter, may acquire through its sport career, basic competences and skills (such fair-play, self-esteem, honesty, trust…) but also those specific to a job (such as sensitivity to diversity, client/environment awareness, generating synergies, teambuilding, taking care of people…).

The above sets of skills are often taught in the best MBAs. Training is after all the “revolving fund” of all high qualified managers and employees who wish to upgrade their skills; either in their own position or to move to a better job.

The ideal situation for a sport professional would be to detect and streamline the above list of competences, while practicing sport at the highest level. The athlete should be perfectly aware of the importance of both sport training and best essential attitudes that lead to enhancing the development of skills for employability.

The education of the athletes, as we can see now, does not start at school or after competition but rather in the pitch with a mentor and an opener: the coach.

To reinforce this point it is worth noticing that an athlete that has difficulties in integrating socially may be at risk for dependence from alcohol or doping, or violence just like any other “normal” human being. An organization and a coach that has no link with a given professional (ethical) environment damage sport and its best expression: the athlete.

The link between the pitch and the professional environment is fundamental and it goes through the coach, the sport federations and the Olympic Movement.

II. Re-thinking sport education and training

“The great coaches recognize that there are ways to prepare people for their personally defining moments. It is done not just through physical instruction but through character development. These coaches hone both mind and body, and prepare their charges in both event skills and positive attitudes that begin with basic personality traits”. This sentence from a well known professional coach is key to acknowledge that education for professional athletes reside in a sport pitch or in a track field.
Coaching redefined?

Should coaching be redefined? It might not be necessary to go that far, but there is indeed a need to re-evaluate the coaching, for example, by recognizing strongly its social and professional value and by providing through the sport federations basic information on the professional skills that are required to enter the labour market. As we have seen what athletes learn out of their “job” is actually not far away from professional skills requirements.

A partnership IOC-ILO and GAISF aimed at concentrating on a training that would streamline the professional skills resulting from a sport training programme could be put in place with other sport partners (Adecco, WOA…).

Training university education and physical education

It would also be useful to collaborate with universities towards a modular training (masters or post graduate studies) based on the described specific skills and occupational skills developed through sport.\(^\text{12}\)

The proposed training would complement other masters already in place, which concentrate on sport administration, management of federations and sport sciences. A multi-disciplinary approach is an asset for the athletes; because of their supposed capacity to adapt to changing (market) situations and opportunities.

It is worth mentioning that for young athletes, education could concentrate on life skills and soft skills rather than occupational skills.\(^\text{13}\)

Inventoring sport related activities as a way to understand how the labour market works outside the sport sector

The present paper started with the assumption that values and skills are embedded in sport disciplines. Those skills are essential to identify job opportunities and related training. Apart from Europe, countries around the world lack of a structured classification of sport occupations and sport related economic activities.\(^\text{14}\) This should be systematically undertaken for knowing:

1. The environment in which the athlete (future labour market entrant and/or job seeker) would professionally evolve.
2. The sport sector and what lies beneath and around it, which would allow discovering potential jobs opportunities (in most cases not defined as sport activities i.e. like nurse, journalist, stadium manager, etc …).

As a result, there is a need to forge an Alliance with the UE institutions on the above issue and the IOC and the Olympic Movement are urged to take action by requesting that the sport partners ministries to team up with the labour ministries (including their statistics bureaux) to undertake such an inventory in every singly country of the world for sharing information and knowledge among the athletes and for the youth, in general.

An initiative to conduct a similar work in developing countries would be most welcome and may be supported by the ILO social partners.

Building an International Centre for the Development of Skills through Sport

A project that would gather around the sport values, different partners starting with the IOC, Olympic Solidarity, the GAISF and IPC aiming at establishing an International Centre
for the Development of Skills through Sport, along the above described lines should be also put in place. The objective of the Centre is to boost the capacity of the coaches, of the technical staff, of the sport federations in favour of the athletes. The major outcome of such an initiative is that the athletes will no longer have the impression of investing their time “only” in sports; as opposed to learning/studying for a job after their sport professional career.

Potential partners should be ready to join in such a project that would also contribute to enhancing the positive effects of sport in a time where this is becoming a target or a way out for youth insertion policies that are failing to address the issues at stake.

In this respect, the appeal made to the sport world to also contribute to address some social issues would be properly framed for the benefit of the most but above all of the athletes.
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